Is forest diversity driving ecosystem function and service?  
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Forests unfold an exceptionally large ecosystem volume and expose a vast biotic surface, providing crucial ecosystem functions and services, including carbon sequestration and regional climate regulation. However, there is only little insight into the role of tree diversity in forest functioning. Hence, currently we cannot assess the consequences of species loss under global change for forest functioning. Here we review recent studies on tree diversity and ecosystem functioning in forests. Although several studies confirm the positive relationship between tree diversity and functions related to productivity, communities of biota, and soil parameters, many studies find stronger effects of species identity than diversity. We discuss the methodological shortcomings of the present study designs, including an isolated view on specific functions and the general negligence of confounding factors, and conclude that future studies can profit from exploiting information gained at the scale of tree individuals.
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A review of current forest studies on ecosystem processes affected by biodiversity

To review the current advances in the field of forest biodiversity and ecosystem functioning we performed a literature search selecting only studies that address ecosystem functions at the stand-level. In contrast to [12**,13] we considered only studies covering a diversity gradient extending beyond two species mixtures. Given the wealth of response variables reported by the studies, we grouped them into 15 categories which were further assigned three main functional syndromes and miscellaneous functions. As functional syndromes we defined functions related to tree productivity, functions directly related to communities of biota other than trees, and functions related to soil parameters (Figure 2).
We identified five different types of richness gradients: richness (species richness gradients with different species), dilution (species richness gradients including one species in all treatments), genetic diversity, functional diversity, and structural diversity. Additionally, we recorded effects of species identity. The heterogeneity of responses and predictors forced us to rely on a simple qualitative head-count of responses as a basis of a comparison: for our figures and summaries, we coded positive relationships with ‘1’, negative with ‘−1’, and neutral or unimodal relationships with ‘0’ (Figure 1). We counted effects reported within studies, resulting in more than one effect per study in most of the cases. Effect size was not considered. In the following, we report the results along the lines of the main functional syndromes.

A comparatively large number of studies (n = 16) looked at ecosystem functions directly linked to communities of biota other than trees (Figure 2). These studies largely focused on arthropod communities [14,15,16–20], but some also considered earth worms [21], soil microbes [22], herbs [23], and invasive plants [24]. Five studies looked at the effect of biota on trees (herbivory) [25,26,27,28,29]. Although diversity, abundance, or stability of these communities generally responded positively or at least neutrally to gradients of tree diversity, resistance to herbivory and invasion declined with tree diversity in about half of the studies (Figure 2). Ten studies looked at aspects of productivity of the trees themselves (Figure 2), including production, survival, and recruitment. These studies also used the longest time periods of up to 70 years [30]. Although there was a consistent pattern of higher productivity in species-rich plots for above ground productivity, functions interfacing with the soil compartment (root biomass and litter production) tended to remain unaffected or showed unimodal relationships to diversity. Lastly, six studies looked at soil variables, many of which described rate parameters. The generally positive effects of tree diversity on soil variables related to decomposition and nutrient cycling (Figure 2) suggest higher turnover of organic matter in plots with higher tree species richness.

Additionally, 13 studies considered species identity in addition to diversity [16,20,25,26,27,28–31,23,33,34,35]. Although there were generally stronger effects of identity than of diversity in the particular studies (Figure 3), none of these studies looked at more than one independent ecosystem function. Thus, tree species with strong effects on specific ecosystem functions are likely to be different depending on the function considered.

**Discussion and methodological considerations**

Our review on current literature on tree diversity effects on ecosystem functioning confirms that species-rich forests generally show higher productivity than species poor forests [12**,36]. Given the global interest in mitigating the consequences of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, tree species loss may thus lower the capacity of forests to sequester biomass carbon especially in growing forests. In addition, Thompson et al. [12**] stress the link between production and the ability to recover from disturbance in
Although diversity generally increases ecosystem functioning, there is an even higher chance for an increase in ecosystem functioning when looking at the effect of species identity (ident). However, different species may be needed to optimize several functional syndromes in an ecosystem simultaneously. Since current studies address only highly related ecosystem functions each, adopting a comprehensive study design by using a multifunctional perspective might dramatically change this pattern. For this plot, the head-counts for effects on ecosystem functioning variables were averaged. The height of the cells in low diversity conditions was augmented by the average found for diversity or species identity.

Several methodological caveats warrant a careful interpretation of the effects reported here. A large part of the studies looking at biota used dilution gradients of diversity (Figure 2). Here, monocultures and stands with low diversity are always dominated by the same species (e.g. Fagus sylvatica as ‘matrix’ species). This renders it impossible to separate true diversity effects from the effect of a particular species diluting the dominance of the matrix species. Additionally, most of the studies only looked at ecosystem functions during a short period of time, thus ignoring aspects of temporal variability in the response. Another serious shortcoming is that many studies ignore the variability induced by confounding factors, such as substrate and topographic heterogeneity (but see [22,30,32**,40]). However, due to their large size and high longevity, considering heterogeneity in space and time is especially important in tree stands [13]. Since single adult tree individuals occupy patches of up to 300 m² in size and can reach an age of several hundreds of years, mature tree communities have an intrinsic tendency to be subject to heterogeneous conditions. Unlike grassland experiments, studies on forest biodiversity should therefore control for a large number of covariates [32**,35].

**Conclusion**

Although there is a potential for tree species loss to lead to reduced functions and services linked to productivity, communities of biota, and soil parameters, at present we cannot disentangle the diversity signal from confounding factors such as environmental heterogeneity or species identity. The ideal design to study the functional significance of forest diversity would maximize three fundamental criteria, which we term orthogonality, comprehensiveness and representativity. Orthogonality refers to the ability of a design (either experimental or observational) to detect and quantify the effect of diversity against a background of various confounding variables. For example, given a dilution diversity gradient, we cannot separate the effect of diversity from that of a specific species added to the dominant species (see above). Orthogonality can be optimized by experimental design or by considering relevant covariates in the analysis. Healy et al. [32**] show that by chance, their species-rich plots were situated on high quality sites. By including site related covariates in their analysis, they can separate the effect of diversity from that of environmental heterogeneity. Comprehensiveness refers to the spectrum of ecosystem functions and services quantified in a study. As forest ecosystems exhibit a multitude of functions, the relevance of diversity can only be assessed by adopting a multifunctional perspective and simultaneously measuring all relevant functional syndromes (e.g. carbon sequestration, water cycling, nutrient retention, habitat provision, and timber production). Representativity refers to the relevance of the findings for the forest systems as we find them in the landscape. The better the design reflects the existing forest types, soil types and age structure, the easier it becomes to transfer results to real world conditions. All these approaches can profit from focusing on individual trees. As recently shown by Potvin and Dutilleul [41], diversity effects in forest communities can be traced down to interactions at the individual neighborhood scale. Additionally, tree individuals store their growing history in their woody tissue. This dendroecological information can provide detailed information on the individual’s responses to environmental change, growing conditions, etc. The modular growth form of herbs and grasses complicates...
the separation of two way interactions between species from diversity effects [42]. In tree stands however, responses of tree individuals in nested neighborhoods can be used to address two way and higher order interactions between species.

Although it is evident that tree diversity can increase several ecosystem functions and services, evidence of consistent pattern remains scarce. Future studies may benefit from designs that simultaneously optimize orthogonality, comprehensiveness, and representativity, as well as exploiting performance information at the scale of tree individuals.
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References and recommended reading
Papers of particular interest, published within the period of review, have been highlighted as:

● of special interest
• of outstanding interest

• Providing a comprehensive overview on the effect of diversity on ecosystem functioning, including a review on productivity, and summarizing other studies related to stability and disturbance.
• One of the few studies using genetic diversity gradients. The authors review three studies on the significance of genetic diversity for ecosystem properties, including phytochemistry, tree architecture, arthropod community phenotype, and arthropod diversity.


This study crosses the border between functional syndromes in ecosystems. The authors quantify leaf damage (property of trees) as well as properties of associated beta.


This study presents sophisticated analytic tools to deal with spatial heterogeneity confounding diversity effects.


By looking at the immediate neighborhood of the individual trees, this study exploits the information gained by focusing on tree individuals.


